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Introduction
 Indonesia consists of various tribes. Each tribe has a regional language

that different, but still has one national language, namely Indonesian.
 Indonesian does not only act as a unifier of the nation, but also as a means of

communication in the family and public domains.

Research problem

With the expanding role of the Indonesian, are the young Javanese still able to
choose the Javanese lexicon and apply it appropriately when speaking in
Javanese?
Novelty
Previous research  about the shift in the use of Javanese to Indonesian.
This research  reveals the lack of Javanese skills, especially Javanese

krama in some of the younger generation of Java.



Literature Review
1. Hymes 

(1974)

2. Poedjosoedarmo 
(1968)

3. Poedjosoedarmo 
(2017)

Javanese speech level
- Ngoko  non-polite and informal
- Madya  semi-polite and semi formal
- Krama  polite and formal

Norms of language proprierty among others:
friendly, gesture, respectful, speech level, 
topic, relevant, be true, no lying.

Speech component
 Speech situation, partisipants, ends, act

sequence, key, instrumentalities, norms, genres



Method
 Qualitative research, sociolinguistic studies
 Data collection  listening, recording and taking notes.
 Data  inappropriate use of the Javanese lexicon.
 Locus  family and public domains in Magelang

region.
 Determination of respondents purposive sampling.
 Respondent criteria  young generation aged 15-30 years.



Findings and Discussion
a. Inappropriate use of the lexicon

1. P-1: “Kowe mau bengi turu jam pira, sih esuk kok wis ngantuk?”
‘What time did you sleep, are you still sleepy in the morning?’

P-2: “Sare tengah dalu, Pak.” ‘Midnight sleep, Sir.’

2. P-1: “Bu, nyuwun pamit badhe tindak kampus.”
‘Ma'am, I ask permission to go to campus’.

P-2: “Ya, ngati-ati!” ‘Yes, be careful!’

Dialogue (1) is the speech of father and son. Dialogue (2) is the speech of  
students and boarding house mothers.
The lexicon sare 'sleeping', tindak 'going' is used inappropriately. The lexicon 
of sare and tindak, which are Javanese krama, should be used to talk about
other people who are respected or older people, not to refer to themselves.  
The sleep lexicon and the go lexicon that are right for yourself are tilem and kesah.



3. P-1 : “Pak Yogi, niki badhe maringke titipan saking Bapak kula.”
‘Mr. Yogi, this will give a gift from my father’.

P-2: “Oh, banget pentrima, Nak Erni.”
‘Oh, thank you very much, Erni.’

The dialogue took place in Mr. Yogi's yard (P-1). Pak Yogi is a friend of
Erni’s father. Erni (P-2) uses Javanese krama when talking to P-1 in his
honor. P-2 uses the Javanese ngoko because he already knows P-1
and P-1 is younger.

The use of the maringke lexicon 'give' in this context is not appropriate.
Because P-1 is talking to P-2 who is older, P-1 should use the ngaturaken
(Javanese krama) 'to give’.
maringke (madya)  ngaturaken (krama)



b. Indonesian to Javanese interference

1. P-1: “Mbok, sesuk aku arep ning omahe kancaku. Aku arep ngerjake tugas sekolah.”
‘Mbok, tomorrow I will go to my friend's house. I will do my homework’.

P-2: “Mulihe aja bengi-bengi, ya?”
‘Don't come home late at night, okay?’

The ngerjake lexicon 'to work' is formed from the Indonesian kerja lexicon and Javanese
affixes, namely [ng-] and [-ke]. ngerjake  nggarap
In this context, the use of the lexicon ngerjake ‘work’ includes morphologica interference.

2. P-1: “Tabunganmu wis entuk pira, Nar?” ‘How much have you got in your savings, Nar?’
P-2: “Durung ana rong juta.” ‘There are not two million yet’
P-1: “Dinggo jalan-jalan wae, yuk!” ‘Let's take a walk!’
P-2: “Gah, arep tak tukokke kambing dinggo qurban.” ‘No, I will buy a goat for sacrifice’.

The juta ‘million’, mlaku-mlaku ‘walking’ and kambing ‘goat’ lexicon has Javanese
translations, namely yuta, mlaku-mlaku, and wedhus.



3. P-1 : “Gaweanmu apa saiki?” ‘What's your job now?’
P-2: “Aku jualan baju ning pasar.” ‘I sell clothes in the market.’
P-1 : “Oh, sesuk aku tak lihat-lihat.” ‘Oh, tomorrow I won't take a look.’

The conversation was carried out by a fellow friend who had not seen each  
other for a long time. 

The jualan lexicon 'selling' is formed from the jual (Indonesian) and the affix
[-an] (Javanese/Indonesian). jualan  dodol ‘selling’

The phrase tak lihat-lihat (Indonesian) ‘take a look’ is formed from the
morpheme tak (Javanese) and reduplication lihat-lihat (Indonesian) ‘see’ 
tak lihat-lihat  tak ndelok ‘take a look’ 

In this context, the use of the ngerjake includes leksikon interference.



Conclusion
Some of the younger generation of Java are no longer able to speak

Javanese well. They are less able to choose and use a lexicon that shows
the speech level of ngoko and krama correctly.

The tendency of some of the younger generation of Java is more able to
speak Javanese ngoko than krama. They speak Javanese ngoko,
relatively often mixed with Indonesian.

The main cause of lack of understanding in Javanese in some of the
young Javanese generation is that parents do not pass on or teach
Javanese to their children.
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